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Pastor Scott Velain

Genesis Chapter 6d
The Battle Begins
This will be the last part of our study into Genesis chapter 6. And one of the reasons that we
have spent so much time here in Genesis chapter 6 is because we know that our Messiah told us
that during the last days as we know it here on earth… It would be as in the days of Noah. And
so, what we see here in Genesis chapter 6 is a direct reflection of what we will see during the
end times according to our Messiah. As were told in Genesis chapter 6 the wickedness of man
will be great in the earth and every intention of the thoughts of his heart will be only evil
continually in these last days. But because of our Messiah… There will be a remnant of God’s
people who will indeed be saved.
One of the warnings that we who are living in the last days should take note of is found in
Psalms 2:1-12:
Psa 2:1 Why do the nations rage and the peoples plot in vain?
Psa 2:2 The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the
LORD and against his Anointed, saying,
Psa 2:3 "Let us burst their bonds apart and cast away their cords from us."
Psa 2:4 He who sits in the heavens laughs; the Lord holds them in derision.
Psa 2:5 Then he will speak to them in his wrath, and terrify them in his fury, saying,
Psa 2:6 "As for me, I have set my King on Zion, my holy hill."
Psa 2:7 I will tell of the decree: The LORD said to me, "You are my Son; today I have begotten
you.
Psa 2:8 Ask of me, and I will make the nations your heritage, and the ends of the earth your
possession.
Psa 2:9 You shall break them with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel."
Psa 2:10 Now therefore, O kings, be wise; be warned, O rulers of the earth.
Psa 2:11 Serve the LORD with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
Psa 2:12 Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and you perish in the way, for his wrath is quickly
kindled. Blessed are all who take refuge in him.
This is a very profound warning that all of the kings of earth should be making note of, but
something else that I want you to see is the word “begotten” in verse seven. The Hebrew word
for “begotten” is “Yalad” which means “to bear” or “of childbirth”, to “beget” or “to be born”.
And so once again we see that the son of God was created by God the father. He was “born” the
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son of God. And for those of us who study our Bibles, we already know that our father in
heaven created our Messiah from the very body, and from the loins of his servant David, and
that it would be the throne of his servant David that would endure forever according to second
Samuel chapter 7. And so, I just wanted to make that little interjection before we move forward.
In Genesis chapter 6 verse six we’re told in the King James version that it repented our father in
heaven that he had made man on the earth. Genesis 6:6:
KJV
Gen 6:6 And it repented the LORD that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at
his heart.
The word “REPENT” is a word that every Christian should make a point to understand. The
very word “REPENT” comes from the Hebrew word “Nacham” which means to by sorry. It
means to “regret”. It means to “rue”… to “suffer with grief. If you “repent” from something it
means that you’re genuinely sorry… and that it greaves you to have done something, and that
you are afflicted in your heart. And along with that… it should be clear that if you “repent”
from something… then, you’ve realized your mistake, and no one returns like a dog to their
vomit to something that they have repented from, because that thing… that sin… causes them to
be grieved in their heart.
Our Father was grieved in his heart that he had even created man. How close do you suppose
mankind came to total annihilation that day?
Gen 6:7 So the LORD said, "I will blot out man whom I have created from the face of the land,
man and animals and creeping things and birds of the heavens, for I am sorry that I have made
them."
How important do you suppose it is to understand how grieved that our Father was that he had
even created man in the first place? Is that significant for today’s modern-day Christian to
understand? So grieved, and so sorry… that he decides to blot out man from the face of the
earth, along with the animals and creeping things and the birds of the heavens. Our Father was
so grieved in his heart… so sorry that he had made mankind that he had made the decision to
completely blot man out from the face of the earth.
How wicked do you suppose men were in the days of Noah?
Gen 6:5 The LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every
intention of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.
Can you imagine a time when every intention of the thoughts of man’s heart would be evil
continually? Can you even imagine a world like that? Even today in our time, we don’t see this
kind of evil upon the earth just yet. Although we do see the world headed in that direction, don’t
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we? We are beginning to see people who make us shake our heads in unbelief don’t we?
How can anyone in their right mind think that it’s right to force our children to use the same
bathrooms? How can anyone in their right mind think that it’s right to actually allow a teacher
in an elementary school… to teach elementary children the finer points of homosexuality? Who
in their right mind thinks it’s right to purposely plant a seed of confusion in the minds of
kindergarten children concerning their gender? Who in their right minds thinks it’s right to take
a child away from their parents, and preform a sex change operation on them against the will of
a child’s parents?
Oregon allowing 15-year-olds to get state-subsidized sex-change operations
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/07/09/oregon-allowing-15-year-olds-to-get-statesubsidized-sex-change-operations.html
Teacher Helps Kindergartener Announce Gender Change to Shocked Classmates
http://www.californiafamily.org/2017/teacher-helps-kindergartener-announce-gender-change-toshocked-classmates/
“The LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every intention of
the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.” And the frightening part of this is that those
who are doing these things truly believe in their hearts that they are doing the right thing. The
problem is, that they are following after their own hearts, instead of following after the heart of
the one true God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob.
How far away from this day are we… really? How far away from the days of Noah is the world
in our time? I would submit to you my friends that what the world paints as kind, and right, and
respectful… is exactly the same kind of wickedness that the Fallen Angels of Noah’s time had
introduced into the world back in the days of Noah. It is un-natural, and stands in direct
opposition to what our Father has ordained through his creation. Once again… man… is trying
to replace God, by dictating what is “good” and what is “evil” in his own eyes, and according to
his own wisdom. Isaiah 5:20-21:
Isa 5:20 Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for
darkness, who put bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter!
Isa 5:21 Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes, and shrewd in their own sight!
Man is continually reaching for the promise made to him by the Devil himself. Genesis 3:3-5:
Gen 3:3 but God said, 'You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst of the garden,
neither shall you touch it, lest you die.'"
Gen 3:4 But the serpent said to the woman, "You will not surely die.
Gen 3:5 For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like
God, knowing good and evil."
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Pro 16:25 tells us that “There is a way that seems right to a man, but its end is the way to
death.”, and for those who continue to follow after the wisdom of man rather than the wisdom
of God, they will indeed reap what they have sown. Those who continue to whore after their
own hearts, and to reject the heart of our father in heaven will indeed be swept into the pit along
with their pride and vanity. Luke 17:27-30:
Luk 17:27 They were eating and drinking and marrying and being given in marriage, until the
day when Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all.
Luk 17:28 Likewise, just as it was in the days of Lot—they were eating and drinking, buying
and selling, planting and building,
Luk 17:29 but on the day when Lot went out from Sodom, fire and sulfur rained from heaven
and destroyed them all—
Luk 17:30 so will it be on the day when the Son of Man is revealed.
Man continues to reach for that forbidden fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,
and he continues to this very day to partake of that forbidden fruit in his attempt to be his own
god, and to replace evil with good, and good with evil. Man, in his own feeble attempt,
continuously tries to erase the power and the authority of the one true God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob and his only begotten son, and to re-institute his own version of right and wrong…
but just as it is written… “He shall break them with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces like a
potter's vessel." Now therefore, O kings, be wise; be warned, O rulers of the earth. Serve
Yahweh with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and you perish in
the way, for his wrath is quickly kindled. Blessed are all who take refuge in him.”
The wisdom of men, will be what destroys him. The foolishness of his vanity, and his pride, and
his unquenchable thirst for knowledge will be his ultimate demise. 1st Corinthians 8:2-3:
1Co 8:2 If anyone imagines that he knows something, he does not yet know as he ought to
know.
1Co 8:3 But if anyone loves God, he is known by God.
Knowledge can be a true gift, if it is the knowledge that comes from God. But the knowledge
that man seeks, is rarely the knowledge that comes from God. The knowledge that man seeks
within his newfound religion of science… Does not come from the one true God of Abraham
Isaac and Jacob… But from the little “g” god of this world.
And so as man turns away from God and returns to the wickedness of Noah’s day, it’s important
to understand why it was that our Father in Heaven was sorry that he had created man. And it’s
important to remember that there is nothing new under the sun. What has been done… will be
done again. Ecclesiastes: 1:9-10:
Ecc 1:9 What has been is what will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there
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is nothing new under the sun.
Ecc 1:10 Is there a thing of which it is said, "See, this is new"? It has been already in the ages
before us.
So why didn’t our Father in Heaven blot man out from the face of the earth? There was one
reason why God did not blot man out from the face of the earth… and his name was Noah.
Genesis 6:8-9:
Gen 6:8 But Noah found favor in the eyes of the LORD.
Gen 6:9 These are the generations of Noah. Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his
generation. Noah walked with God.
That all important three letter word found in Genesis 6:8 gives it all away. The word “But”.
“And the LORD regretted that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him to his heart.
So the LORD said, "I will blot out man whom I have created from the face of the land, man and
animals and creeping things and birds of the heavens, for I am sorry that I have made them."…
“BUT”… there was something stopping our Father in Heaven from doing what he was about to
do… and his name was Noah.
The mercy and the patience of the one true God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob knows no
bounds. Noah was still perfect in his generations. His generations had not yet been infected by
the offspring of these fallen Nephilim angels who had infiltrated the bloodline of man, and
Noah truly loved God, and just as it is written in 1st John 5:3… Noah kept our Fathers
commandments and our Fathers commandments were not burdensome for Noah. Noah knew
full well what the Biblical definition of the love of God is… and he did indeed love God, the
way that God wanted to be loved, and so it was… that Noah was chosen to re-establish
mankind’s mission upon the earth.
A question that arises from time to time is “Did God create evil?”. And this question has
dumbfounded even the most prominent Bible scholars for generations. There is no quick answer
to this rather perplexing question… but there is an answer if we truly want to know the answer.
In order to answer this question, we need to know the origin of evil… how did it get here, what
is it, how does it operate, and so on.
When we slow down enough to take a look at the Universe as a whole, there are some facts that
we need to consider. One of the most obvious… yet the most overlooked… is the fact that our
world was created by an intelligent designer. The author of life has constructed the world that
we now live in with several dimensions. Now I know you might be wondering what all this has
to do with whether or not God create evil, but as I stated before… there is no quick answer to
this rather perplexing question… but there is an answer if we truly want to know the answer…
so in other words… stay with me.
According to our modern-day physicists… we now know that there are other dimensions other
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than the one that we live in. The world we live in only consists of 4 dimensions. Height, width,
depth, and time. We live in a “space-time” Universe. No matter what we do, we can only see
within these 4 dimensions. Our human eyes cannot see into other dimensions, nor can we touch,
taste, or smell other dimensions. If we think about it long and hard enough… there are a lot of
things that we cannot see with our human eyes. We can’t see in the dark for instance, the way
some animals can see in the dark. We can’t see radio waves, or infra-red. We can’t see the wind,
and so on and so forth. According to physicists… there are indeed what they call parallel
universes, and these “parallel universes” exist simultaneously with ours. According to what is
known as “String Theory”… these “parallel universes” could even exist within our own
Universe, but we have no means to observe them. Or they could exist completely outside of our
Universe… or a combination of the two. This would explain a lot concerning demon
possession, and how angels and demons are able to interact with humans from time to time. It
also may explain how our Messiah was able to appear and disappear before the Apostles after
his resurrection, and how he was able to walk through locked doors. John 20:26-31:
Joh 20:26 Eight days later, his disciples were inside again, and Thomas was with them. Although the doors were locked, Jesus came and stood among them and said, "Peace be with
you."
Joh 20:27 Then he said to Thomas, "Put your finger here, and see my hands; and put out your
hand, and place it in my side. Do not disbelieve, but believe."
Joh 20:28 Thomas answered him, "My Lord and my God!"
Joh 20:29 Jesus said to him, "Have you believed because you have seen me? Blessed are those
who have not seen and yet have believed."
Joh 20:30 Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of the disciples, which are not written in this book;
Joh 20:31 but these are written so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
and that by believing you may have life in his name.
So before we as Christians decide to laugh and mock the idea of other dimensions being real…
I think it’s important to understand that the Biblical narrative itself proclaims the existence of
other dimensions. There are several places where we see Elijah being taken up to Heaven, or the
transformation of our own Messiah, found in Matthew 17:1-3:
Mat 17:1 And after six days Jesus took with him Peter and James, and John his brother, and
led them up a high mountain by themselves.
Mat 17:2 And he was transfigured before them, and his face shone like the sun, and his clothes
became white as light.
Mat 17:3 And behold, there appeared to them Moses and Elijah, talking with him.
Or what about Luke 24:31:
Luk 24:31 And their eyes were opened, and they recognized him. And he vanished from their
sight.
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The idea of other dimensions is not a manmade scientific conspiracy theory my friends. Other
dimensions are part of the biblical narrative in more ways than one. The scriptures are clear…
Heaven itself does not abide within the confines of our Universe… nor does the law of time and
space apply to the one true God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 2 nd Peter 3:8:
2Pe 3:8 But do not overlook this one fact, beloved, that with the Lord one day is as a thousand
years, and a thousand years as one day.
We live in a 4-dimensional world, and even though we may be able to touch something that has
length, width, and depth… we cannot reach out and touch, taste, see, or hear… time. Time was
originally measured by the movement of the heavenly bodies, and directly connected with the
changing of the seasons. We still to this day measure time by observing our Sun, and the
position of the stars, and the regular cycle of the seasons here on Earth.
Aside from the four dimensions that we know of here on earth… there is another very
mysterious peace of the puzzle that science cannot yet account for… and that is the human
spirit… let alone the spirit of God. The “spirit” is not part of our 4-dimensional world. It comes
from another dimension, and is somehow able to cross over the limitations of time and space,
and the parameters and the confines of our dimension.
Those of us who have the spirit of God are well aware of the presents of God in our lives. We
are well aware of the fact that it is our Father in Heaven that accounts for our provision, and for
our spiritual growth, and the discernment that we have been given. We know without knowing,
and see without seeing, not through human eyes… but through spiritual eyes. We know that our
Father in Heaven and his only begotten Son are alive and well and continue to manifest
themselves in our lives, even though we can’t physically prove it to those who are of this world.
Faith itself is not something that we can touch, taste, see, hear, or smell… however it can be
seen at times through our actions, and our walk, and the good works that we do because of our
faith.
What is important to understand is that even science states that everything created in our 4dimensional world must have an opposite. If there is a positive… there must be a negative (like
on a battery). Our world was created in much the same way. If there is a “far”… then there must
be a “near”. If there is an “up” then there must be a “down”. If there is a “front” there must be a
“back”. If a coin has a “heads” it must have a “tails”. If there is a “future” then there must be a
“past”. So you see, everything in our world must have an opposite. If there is “life”, then there
must be “death”. This is how our Father in Heaven created the 4-dimensional world that we
now live in. The principle of “opposites” is a God-ordained law for our Universe. So in order
for a “ying” there must be a “yang”. If there is “good”, then there must be “evil”.
In our Messiah’s coming kingdom, we know that the rule of “opposites” that exists in this
dimension will not exist in his kingdom. Evil will ultimately be done away with, and thrown
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into the pit. The “New Heavens” and the “New Earth” that we see in Revelation chapter 21 will
not be created in the same way that our 4-dimensional world was created. The laws that govern
our Universe will be abolished. There will be no evil in the new Heaven and Earth that our
Father will create for those of us who follow after the teachings of his only begotten Son.
So, if we can understand this to be the case… we need to ask the question… “who, or what
causes evil to happen?” Let’s turn to Isaiah 45:7:
Isa 45:7 I form light and create darkness, I make well-being and create calamity, I am the
LORD, who does all these things.
Now this almost sounds acceptable to us as Christians. We don’t really seem to mind the idea
that God would make “well-being, and create “calamity”, but I would suggest to you that the
word “calamity” has been translated incorrectly. The word “calamity” that several of our
English translations give us is the Hebrew word “Ra” which means “Evil”. Let’s turn to that
same verse in the King James translation:
KJV
Isa 45:7 I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I the LORD do all
these things.
So as we can see here in Isaiah chapter 45 verse seven, we’re told in our God breathed
Scriptures that our father in heaven does indeed create evil, and this is not the only Scripture
like this found in the Old Testament. Let’s turn to Amos 3:6:
KJV
Amo 3:6 Shall a trumpet be blown in the city, and the people not be afraid? shall there be evil
in a city, and the LORD hath not done it?
Lamentations 3:38:
Lam 3:38 Out of the mouth of the most High proceedeth not evil and good?
So, when we ask the question “why does evil exist in our universe?”… It’s important to
understand that God did not create good on one hand, and then turn around and create evil on
the other hand. In other words, God did not manufacture evil. Evil was a result of God creating
good and placing good into our four-dimensional universe where everything must have an
opposite. What we must remember, is that evil is everything that God does not command or
instruct. Evil is the opposite of what is called good by our father in heaven. Evil is simply the
absence of good, just like darkness is the absence of light.
When God created mankind, he gave mankind a will. And because our father in heaven gave
man a will… man has been tasked with making a choice. Life is full of choices. Some choices
are good, and some choices are bad, but nevertheless, our Father in Heaven not only gave man a
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will… but he also gave him a brain to think with. He gave man common sense, and the ability
to decipher good from evil. And we must remember my friends… that it was man who decided
to partake of the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
If God had not created man with his own will… we would be nothing more than
preprogrammed robots who were designed to only do what we were told. Obviously
preprogrammed robots do not know how to love. Our father in heaven wanted children, not
robots. And he wants his children to love him the way he wants to be loved… not the way we
choose to live him. A “will” enables moral choices. Think about it for just a moment. How did
God give men the ability to have a choice in the first place? By creating the universe with a law
that says that everything has an opposite. This is the very nature of choice, and what choice is.
If we choose good over evil… we are then removing ourselves from this world which says, that
everything must have an opposite. When we choose good over evil, and we shun evil, and when
we canceled evil out of the equation, we are spiritually removing ourselves from this world
because we are choosing only good, and we are choosing to remove the evil from our lives.
John 17:14-16:
Joh 17:14 I have given them your word, and the world has hated them because they are not of
the world, just as I am not of the world.
Joh 17:15 I do not ask that you take them out of the world, but that you keep them from the evil
one.
Joh 17:16 They are not of the world, just as I am not of the world.
When we are baptized, and our bodies are taken down into that watery grave, and then raised up
new again… we begin the process of becoming a new creature. We begin the process of
walking in the spirit, and not in the flesh. Romans 8:5-8:
Rom 8:5 For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but
those who live according to the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit.
Rom 8:6 For to set the mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and
peace.
Rom 8:7 For the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile to God, for it does not submit to God's
law; indeed, it cannot.
Rom 8:8 Those who are in the flesh cannot please God.
We already know that evil will indeed be removed from our Messiah’s coming kingdom. This
new coming kingdom will no longer require an opposite. Evil will be taken out of the way. This
new coming kingdom is our kingdom. It belongs to the only begotten son of God, and because
we are part of his body… it belongs also to us. And this is why it is written that we are in this
world, but not of this world. Once we make the conscious decision to remove sin and evil from
our lives… we have begun to walk in the spirit. And the spirit is not of this four-dimensional
world, and this is why you must have the spirit of God dwelling within you in order to walk in
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the spirit, and to be counted as a good and faithful servant.
Those who choose to be of this world and never make a conscious decision to remove sin and
evil from their lives, continue to live in a four-dimensional world that demands that everything
must have an opposite. But for those of us who have removed sin and evil from our lives, our
spirit no longer dwells in this four-dimensional world. What we must remember is that the Spirit
itself is not part of this four-dimensional world. You cannot touch, taste, smell, feel, or hear a
spirit unless the spirit enables you to do so. The spirit of God originates in a dimension outside
of our own dimension. And this is exactly why it’s so easy for some people to say that the spirit
does not exist. Because they can’t touch, taste, feel, hear or smell the spirit.
What we must understand is that without choice… There can be no sin. Notice what Paul tells
us in Romans 4:15:
Rom 4:15 For the law brings wrath, but where there is no law there is no transgression.
As we read the Scripture we need to remember that the word law is interchangeable with the
word Torah. Where there is no “Torah” (instructions from God)… There can be no violations
against God. What needs to be understood here is that the Torah was to Israel… what the tree of
knowledge of good and evil was to Adam and Eve. The only difference between the Torah and
the tree of knowledge of good and evil, is that Adam and Eve only had one law that God had set
down before them. Do not eat of the fruit of that tree. The Torah on the other hand consisted of
several laws, that once again defined the difference between good and evil. Let’s turn to
Romans 5:12-13:
Rom 5:12 Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one man, and death through sin,
and so death spread to all men because all sinned—
Rom 5:13 for sin indeed was in the world before the law was given, but sin is not counted
where there is no law.
So what Paul is telling us here is that sin and evil existed before the law. But until God
announced his rules and regulations… There were no regulations to break. Sin was there in the
world… but sin had not been identified until the laws of God had been manifested. Let’s turn to
Galatians 3:19:
Gal 3:19 Why then the law? It was added because of transgressions, until the offspring should
come to whom the promise had been made, and it was put in place through angels by an
intermediary.
We have to remember that God’s law was in effect clear back in the days of Adam and Eve.
Adam and Eve could not have sinned if there were no law. The Scripture clearly defined sin is
the transgression of the law in 1st John 3:4. Cain and Abel were already making sacrifices to the
one true God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob. Cain could not have sinned by killing his brother
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Abel if murder had not been clearly defined as sin. And so we see the evidence of our father’s
law already existing from the beginning of Adam and Eve.
If we look closely at Galatians chapter 3 verse 19… It’s telling us that the law was added
because of transgressions, until our Messiah would come. What happens when our Messiah
comes? He reestablishes his father’s law in Matthew 5:17-20… and he erases the past sins of
the world in Romans chapter 8 first one, and causes his followers to reject sin in John 8:11,
thereby causing his followers to walk in the spirit, no longer acknowledging good and evil, but
only acknowledging good which causes us to triumph over, and defeat evil. We no longer need
a four-dimensional world to live in. We no longer need opposites to exist. And this is why it is
written that a new heaven and a new earth will be created. Because the opposite of good which
is evil… will be destroyed and completely taken out of the world. And temptation along with it.
We will then be living in a world that does not need opposites the way that our four-dimensional
world does.
The manifestation of evil exists because of the realization of good. This can be a difficult
concept to understand, and yet the simplicity of its existence cannot be refuted. The bottom line
is, that man has always had a choice, and will continue to have a choice until each man has
made a choice. When our Messiah splits that sky and that trumpet sound announces his return…
all those who have made the wrong choice will be separated from those who have made the
right choice. When our Messiah splits that sky and that trumpet sound announces his return…
His mercy and his grace will be taken off the table. There will be no more opportunity to make a
choice. We will be left standing on whichever side of the fence that we had chosen, and this will
dictate who will, and who will not take part in the second death.
And so, the question then becomes… Have you made the choice? Which side of the fence are
you standing on today? If our Messiah was to split that sky right this second… and that trumpet
blast were to ring out around the whole earth… on which side of the fence would you be found?
Today the choice is yours… tomorrow, there may be no opportunity to make a choice. Are you
ready? Are your children ready? Is your community ready? And if not… Why not?
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